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About This Video

About half a year before the opening of the patisserie, La Soleil where the catgirls work with Kashou.
Back when Chocola and Vanilla were still kittens when they first arrived at the Minazuki household and before they opened up

to the other catgirls.
It's then that they gradually began to call Kashou "master", experienced their first Christmas, and shared a promise with Kashou.

This is an extra episode as part of a stretch goal from the NEKOPARA OVA crowdfunding campaign!
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Title: NEKOPARA OVA Extra
Production:
NEKO WORKs
Distributor:
NEKO WORKs
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2018
Country: Japan
Running Time: 20 minutes

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.

English,French,German,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Japanese,Korean
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shinden

Considering the tags include psychological horror, they were very true about this. The fact of knowing the Neko girls could
never be real hurts everyone's heart all the way to their core. Furthermore, knowing the the nekopara franchise will eventually
end it just heart breaking, and makes you feel hopeless about everything. Knowing that I'd have to wait for vol 4 to come out
eventually causes so much levels of anxeity predicting what's going to happen in the future of the nekopara franchise.. moe moe
nyan nyan...

if you own the OVA this is a very nice 20 minute extra, full of cuteness.. Sayori and the entire crew of Nekoworks definitely
delivered! It's really funny that out of all the kickstarters that I've backed, an anime about catgirls is the one that was able tomeet
100% of my expectations.

This OVA is just a delight to watch. Cute Cat Girls doing Cute Cat Girl things at its pure form. Young Choco, Vani, Coco were
adorable and so were Azuki, Maple, and Cinammon <3. I paid $5 for this. Pekná ova páčila sa my. Very exciting, now I'm
touching myself
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You can sell the trading cards and almost earn back your money.. Top 10 anime films made viewers nose bleeds. xD. steam say
final relese both ova and the game
me:buy
. You know i never believed in god before, but after watching this i truly believed there is a god. One of the best ova's ive
watched would high suggest to watch but should play the visual novel first to get the full experience. I never miss any Nekopara
games and OVA. Be like me.. Totally worth it. Great story
8/10

Or watch it on otakustream.tv
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